IN SCOUTING, EVERYONE CONTRIBUTES TO CREATE A SAFE SPACE!

Everyone means that each young person and adult, to the extent of their abilities and responsibilities, has a part to play in creating what is needed to ensure the safety, personal development, and wellbeing of all.

SAFE FROM HARM INGREDIENTS

Safe from Harm is for everyone.

Let’s look at Safe from Harm like a pizza. Everyone can enjoy the pizza when all the basic ingredients are there. The pizza then becomes more delicious with every ingredient you add to it.

In Safe from Harm terms, when we all contribute our own ingredients, everyone can enjoy a safe space.

World Scouting is committed to ensuring an environment that is Safe from Harm across the scout movement, and beyond. The World Safe from Harm Policy facilitates the development and implementation of necessary policies and procedures in a NSO to create a safe environment for all in Scouting.

A safe environment enables the self-development of youth as well as the creation of positive and healthy interpersonal relationships between all, may it be between youth and other youth; youth and adults; or adults and other adults.

WHAT ADDITIONAL INGREDIENTS WILL YOU ADD TO IT?

Learn more about Safe from Harm at scout.org/safefromharm